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Japan is certainly a crowded land. Although the whole world knows about its highest peak, Mt
Fuji, most people are under the impression that apart from the famous volcano, nature has all but
disappeared beneath skyscrapers and amusement parks. Few are aware of the magnificent untouched
mountain ranges that force the populace to build dense cities on the lower coastal shores. The
Northern Alps, Yatsugatake Mountains, and the Southern Alps are just some of the mountain ranges
in Japan. We asked three foreign hiking enthusiasts to describe their passionate relationship with
nature, while living in one of the most crowded cities on the planet.

Bernard: Actually I had never hiked at

Sebastien: Yes so I had to walk down

with cities on a very long stretch. But

all before in Belgium. It was thanks to

the mountains!

you also discover that they are blocked

an invite from my Japanese teacher, just
a few months after I came here. But that
was a start and I kept going more and
more after that. I used to go every two
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JQR: Were you surprised to find so
many untouched mountains when you
came to Japan?

by huge mountains.
Bernard: A friend of mine has become
a Mountain Guide in French Alps and to
get his license he had to do a thesis, so

weeks all through the year! In winter, it's

Bernard: Yeah obviously I knew there

he chose to compare Japanese and

more snow-shoeing or cross-country

were lots of mountains in Japan, but my

French mountains. He found out that as

skiing, but still in the mountains.

image was of crowded cities and I

French mountains have been used for

Tom: I did quite a bit of hiking in

thought the mountains would be

hundreds of years for cattle and such,

England, as well as when I was living in

crowded too, like the ones in Korea,

Japanese mountains have almost never

Australia. I hiked a lot over there, and I

where you have to line-up to walk up.

been touched by man, if only for cutting

also spent 4 months in New-Zealand,

But here it's not the case at all in most

wood near cities. So the nature in Japan

which is I think one of the best countries

places, so yes I was surprised.

is left in a much wilder state than in

for hiking. There I had access to world

Tom: When I was a child I used to live

Europe. Well, Canada is probably a

class hikes.

in a remote village of six families in

different case, but...

Bernard: Yes, amazing ones there!

Yamanashi, an hour from the biggest

Tom: Fantastic!

town, which wasn't big either! I was

Sebastien: Well yeah but still.

Sebastien: I wasn't hiking that much

actually IN the mountains, much higher

in Canada. I was a white-water kayaker.

than anywhere in Britain! So I was

South Island. It gives the same kind of

Just went into the mountains to find the

aware that there were beautiful

feeling and the country is completely

right river. I couldn't find such an easy

mountains here.

untouched.

way of doing it in Japan, so I started

Sebastien: When you come here you

hiking.... without the Kayak!

can see from high in the sky in the

All: LOL!!

airplane, that the coasts are crowded
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Tom: It reminds me a bit of NewZealand actually. Especially on the

JQR: NZ is the same shape as Japan.
Tom: Yes, of all the countries I've been

Tom Kobayashi

Born in Japan, then moved to England to live. He
came back to Tokyo 10 years ago. Mountains are
a good escape from the city for him, although as
the father of a young child, he hasn't had the
chance to get to the high peaks recently.

Bernard Languillier

Sebastien Verreault

Born and raised in Belgium, he arrived in Japan 14
years ago. He works at a software company in
Tokyo, and is a landscape photographer, but had
never hiked before coming to Japan.

From Canada, he is about to move back to his
home country after eight years in Tokyo. Hiking is
a way to get away from the crowds and to feel a
bit more at home.
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times to Yarigatake, which is also very

Bernard: Have you been all the way to

Tom: Ha ha! I am sure I'd find it tough

Tateyama?

now! But back then it was quite an easy

Sebastien: No, unfortunately.

climb. We actually ran all the way

Bernard: We went two years ago in

down!... But I could barely walk the next

September during Silver week. We

day because my knees were completely

Every time I go, there are amazing

actually started from Tateyama and

shocked!

views!

walked down to Shimotake. That time

Tom: I want to try it!

Bernard: Oh!

we didn't go to Yarigatake as we went

Bernard: You start at 1500m and the

Tom: It's not a really beautiful terrain,

to the right just before, which was very

it's just rough with rocks. But the view is

hut's at 3000m, so physically it's a good

nice too.

spectacular!

challenge and you're tired when you

Tom: To me, the one that sticks in my

ALL: Yes!

nice, but I keep going to Kitadake almost
every year! In September, the weather is
very nice and you have beautiful views
of Mt Fuji on top of a sea of clouds...

arrive, so that's also fun!
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hiking to, I think those two are the most

some of the easy ones. So I'm looking

similar. You feel that complete

forward to taking him on some kind of

remoteness when you go. So you can

mini-hikes! But... really, I think I've

escape!

passed that pushy thrill stage!!!

JQR: So what's the thrill about hiking?

ALL: LOL!!
Bernard: Well to me it's the beauty of

Sebastien: I like to set really tight

it. I always take my camera when I go

goals. It's like a vacation. Usually what I

and because of the weight, it's difficult

do, is I take one week and I go to

to go very fast, especially in the winter.

Northern Alps and try to do Yarigatake,

It's really for the landscape. Sometimes

coming in from northern peaks, I do a

I go in Okutama for a day trip and I only

two-days hike in one day, sleep in a hut,

bring a compact camera with me. But

bring almost nothing with me but my

then if I see a beautiful landscape, I just

camera. Then I do the hike and it's like

hate myself to have left my tripod and

a competition against myself!

better cameras at home!

ALL: LOL !!

ALL: LOL!!

Sebastien: Even though I'm on

Bernard: And I get frustrated, “Why did

vacation I get more tired than normal

I bring this stupid camera!”

days!

his water away... Two people died
behind us!
Bernard: Oh I remember, I was in the
Tom: I never got lost, but... stuck! In
Greece, though, not Japan. I was young
and foolish and thought I could climb up
the face of the mountain, half way up I

JQR: Have you ever been lost?

to Japan, which is Mt Fuji. It was

anywhere. I always have to plan in a

crowded, yes, but it's the one that's left

rush. I have planned twice to go to

Bernard: Yes. Not very badly, but a

the biggest impression on me. It was an

few hours. You know, when you're in a

Kitadake, but then someone joined and I

overnight climb and we arrived on top

cloud and it's snowing, you don't know if

was not sure he could make it, so we

just before sunrise. And... it was

you're going left or right... it's a bit scary!

had to abort on the way. But I always go

gorgeous! I was on top of Japan!

to the Northern Alps. I like the valley

Sebastien: The worst time to me was

Everything else was just below!

when I first went to Yarigakate and there

and then you have to cross the

scary. My friend was panicking, throwing

mountains as well!

Sebastien:I'm always late when I go

where you have Kamikochi on one side

signs were covered by snow. It got really

realized I couldn't move! I stayed there
for about 20 minutes thinking “what the
hell am I gonna do?!”
ALL: Wow!!
Tom: But I managed my way up, then
down, and I got drunk with the old men
in the village!
ALL: LOL !!

was a big typhoon on the East coast of

JQR: Is it hard to climb?

Japan. At first it was just raining, but

Daikiretto, which is almost like high
alpinism, because you have to walk on a
rocky tiny ridge and if you fall on both
very steep sides you can die! You have
infinite mountains to hike through! I
always wish I had the time to continue
to the next one!
JQR: Mountain hopping!
Sebastien: Yes!

Tom: Day Hikes Guide Book

Sebastien: Swiss Army Knife

Bernard: GPS

“I picked this up the second year I was in Tokyo.
It has 30 or so one day walks. I was very busy at
work and it was difficult to go for overnight stays,
so this was really what I needed, what I was
looking for. It's really easy, they give you a map
and the directions are very good. The person
who wrote this book gives so much detail, even
down to the flowers that you can see along the
walk!”

“I got it when I was a kid and I almost don't
remember when I started to carry it! My
playground was the forest, if you walked all the
way up north you could go to the Arctic Bay!
Here I know that if I get lost, I can just walk
straight and eventually I'll hit some place, even
though it's all across Japan, but this item will
help me survive!”

“I am not fully confident to use just a compass to
lead us to civilization, so when I go by myself or
with less experienced people, I always carry my
GPS. In summer you mostly follow paths, but in
the winter when you go snow-shoeing, it is easy
to get lost, because you don't see the path and
the weather often gets bad in Japan. That's my
insurance!”

JQR: What is your favorite spot for

JQR: Then why do you do that?

hiking?

Sebastien: I like to take pictures and

Bernard: Kitadake!! I have been many

all, but it's not that. It's the race. Just

mind is the first one I did when I came

then it started to snow and the path's
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like when I'm on a bicycle, I cannot go

Mountains
here are
thrillng!

There you can
feel complete
remoteness.

The landscapes
are
magnificient!

touring, I'm always racing, I see a bus, I
have to race it! In the mountains I seek
the steepest, the tallest...
Tom: Wow! Always pushing.
Sebastien: Yes. And I like the peace.
Tom: Well for me it's not the thrill as
such, but just for the peace. Recently
with a young child, it's hard to get away
on overnight walks, so now it's more day
walks with easy access. I try to go by
myself and then it's just complete...
peace! But now my son's four, so he's
getting to that age where he could do
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